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Introduction to Collection Management

Collections are being shaped and continually enriched in ways that advance

access to heritage materials representing varied contours of knowledge and

diversity of content.

• Building and stewarding collections that have the greatest impact on 

research, teaching, and learning.

• Advancement of the university’s mission and goals (directly linked to the 

university’s strategic mission)

• Collections are dynamic, responsive, and purposefully developed to 

realize the value of collections that have defined the university’s 

strengths in the past as well as resources that have been traditionally 

overlooked. 

https://www.columbia.edu/content/about-columbia
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Introduction to Collection Management

Generally, Collection Development and 

Management follow three guiding principles:

▪ collections have the greatest impact on 

research, teaching, and learning

▪ the Library is fulfilling its role in the long-term 

stewardship of growing collections

▪ the choices made in collections acquisition 

and management reflect and advance the 

mission and goals. 

“No library can subscribe to every publication that 
might be of interest to their communities. Most 
academic libraries base collections and resource 
allocation decisions on quantifiable metrics, such 
as cost per use. These are important 
considerations, but they are not holistic.

Traditional, quantifiable, collections-based metrics 
overlook a wide range of important aspects of 
relationships between academic libraries, their 
institutions, and suppliers of one kind or another. 
One such aspect is determining whether the 
business practices of a supplier/vendor support or 
match the mission and values of the library.”

“Evaluating Publishers as Partners with Libraries and Higher 
Education” By RACHEL CALDWELL JAN 13, 2021
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2021/01/13/guest-post-
evaluating-publishers-as-partners-with-libraries-and-higher-
education/

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2021/01/13/guest-post-evaluating-publishers-as-partners-with-libraries-and-higher-education/
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Collection management strategies

Traditional models

1. Just-in-case
What users may need

Additional information for 
decision-making

Usage data

For example, downloads counts

(although it doesn’t capture the extend of 
article sharing)

2. Just-in-time
Demand Driven Acquisition
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Quickly find relevant 
papers from the world’s 
leading sources to 
inform your research

Understand where to 
publish to maximize 
your reach and 
influence, and save time 
authoring papers

Showcase your research 
to attract supporters, 
and identify the internal 
stars who drive your 
institution’s reputation

Maximize your 
collections budget and 
make confident 
decisions about your 
open access strategy

Submit more 
competitive funding 
applications to secure 
revenue streams

Determine which 
collaborators in 
industry, government 
and academia are the 
best partners to 
advance your research 

How is your institution sustaining high-quality research, teaching and learning?

Quickly changing research landscape

The library’s mission in order to 
support students, teachers and 

researchers



How can the Web of Science solutions help you?
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• Which journals are my researchers reading?

• Which journals are my researchers citing? Type, frequency and age of the 

references?

• In which journals are my researchers publishing?

• In which journals are my researchers being cited?

• What is the cost of subscription vs Open Access?
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Combine usage data with citation analysis to answer these questions



Web of Science
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Using Web of Science for Collection Development (Citation Analysis)

What is citation analysis?

Citation analysis is a branch of bibliometrics that examines the 
citations found in journal articles and books to look for patterns of use. 

Librarians collect and record the cited reference lists for a set of 
publications, and then analyze them to determine the type, frequency 
and age of the references. To inform collection development, this 
information is then compared to the library’s holdings to see how well 
the library supports what its users are citing.

More from the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI):
• The application of citation indexing to journals management | essay originally published in the Current Contents print editions 

on August 15, 1994.
• The origins and importance of analyzing citation data | blog post on January 19, 2021. 

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/essays/application-citation-indexing-journals-management/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/article/the-threads-that-hold-the-fabric-of-science-together-the-origins-and-importance-of-analyzing-citation-data/
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In which journals are your researchers publishing the most?

YOUR ORGANIZATION
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In which journals are your researchers being cited the most?

YOUR ORGANIZATION

YOUR ORGANIZATION
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Open Access analysis

Analyze open-access publications
per version, publication year, publisher

Ready for Plan S? Exclude OA publications and 
analyze subscription content per funding agency



Master Journal List
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Master Journal List 

Use filters to identify major 
journals in a discipline or region 

Journal under reassessment due 
to quality concern

Download Journal lists

Collect APC Fees for a journal 

https://mjl.clarivate.com/home


Journal Citation Reports
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Journal Citation Reports

▪ Establishing major journals 
in each discipline

▪ Compare journals based on 
different metrics

Best practices when using the JIF ↗

• JIF values vary by discipline. What is good in one category may be very different than another. 

• JIF is more useful when combined with category quartile or percentile data, which provide context. 

• JIF is a journal-level metric. It does not measure the contribution of individual papers or authors.

https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/categories/journal-citation-reports
http://help.incites.clarivate.com/incitesLiveJCR/JCRGroup/usingJCRWisely.html
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Journal Citation Reports 

Monitor journal performance 
along the years & check the 

median age of citations
Check main contributors

Analyze Open Access data
for hybrid journals 

https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/watch/W89W55vUSfUoZdoFcSfuWb
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/watch/W89W55vUSfUoZdoFcSfuWb


InCites Benchmarking & Analytics
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SUMMARY

REFERENCES

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/24/harvard-university-journal-
publishers-prices
https://www.library.ucsf.edu/open-access/journals-costs/
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Organization Report | Journal Utilization

The Journal Utilization allows librarians to efficiently 
answer three important bibliometric questions:

• Where do our researchers publish?
• What journals do our researchers cite most frequently?
• Which journals cite our faculty, and how often?
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Organization Report | Journal Utilization
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Which journals are your researchers citing?
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Focus on Open Access integration



EndNote Click
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A publisher-neutral view of open access

✓ Discover and access trusted, peer-
reviewed OA with confidence– and 
find non-“predatory” OA journals to 
publish in.

✓ Extend your full text budget with 
seamless access to millions of OA 
articles.

✓ Understand the impact of your 
institution's investment in open 
access.

Helping you discover, access and evaluate high-
quality open access content

Clarivate provided grant funding to OurResearch
(formerly Impactstory), a non-profit, to improve 
their open access detection and versioning 
technology for both Web of Science users and 
the community as a whole.



✓ Integrate full text access into your researchers’ 
existing discovery workflows

✓ Increase the value of library subscriptions by making 
them an implicit component of ALL discovery paths

✓ Stretch the library’s budget by making it easy to 
identify OA full-text when an article isn’t part of your 
subscription

Install in Chrome

Firefox Extension

Learn more
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EndNote Click
One click to the best available PDF at your point of need, based on your library’s subscription

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/kopernio/fjgncogppolhfdpijihbpfmeohpaadpc
kopernio.com/extensions/firefox/kopernio-0.2.51.xpi
https://kopernio.com/for-libraries
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EndNote Click Institutional Dashboard

• It provides analysis of the PDFs users are trying 
to access, whether they have been successful 
and if so, how access was achieved.

• Free of charge
• Min 150 users per institution required
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EndNote Click Institutional Dashboard
Journal usage for all publishers

Analyze full-text that users have tried to access, regardless of 
whether they succeeded or where they used EndNote Click.
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EndNote Click Institutional Dashboard
Publisher usage

EndNote Click can help you analyze the return 
on investment of your subscriptions



Training resources

LibGuides
clarivate.libguides.com/home

Web of Science Learning
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/

Videos
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
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http://clarivate.libguides.com/home
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
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